Bmw m42 engine diagram

Jake did the first one on his personal car back in Sense then we have completed multiple of this
same swap in house and have helped hundreds do the swap at home on their own. This page is
meant to answer a lot of the questions about the swap and give you more information to do it
yourself. We sell mounts and other parts to help you accomplish this build on your own or we
can do it in house. We hope this walk though helps. If you have any questions along the way
feel free to contact us. It is best to use as many parts from a BMW E30 M42 car rather than the
E36 cars due to fitment with the intake manifold and oil pan. Mount information My mounts use
the stock mounts rubber or any version of poly. The best way to do this is get the engine in and
on the engine mounts. Bolt the trans mount to the transmission and raise the trans and mount
up so that the mount is touching the floor of the car. Drill through the body and run some bolts
through from the top. The g from the E30 will fit into an e30 just as the g from an e21 fits other
than a couple adjustments. First of all the ears at the top of the transmission must be cut off to
clear the tunnel. Second the lower ribs at the front of the trans need to be shaved to clear the
center steering track rod. Clearance for track rod, this should be cut back further than this pic.
Once you pull the m10 it is a good idea to get a few things out of the way before putting the m42
in. With the engine out there is a lot more space so do it all now. Firstâ€¦clean the bay. Working
in a clean engine bay is so much nicer than dealing with dirt and grease. You need to remove
the battery tray from the front and relocate the battery to the trunk. On the early 02s the tray just
unbolts but on the older cars you need to cut it out. Now is also a very good time to make the
hole for battery cable and engine wiring to the DME engine computer. When drilling the hole
make sure there is nothing on the other side you might drill through. There are a couple ways
you can do this. It all depends on what you have on hand. You can bolt the shifter carrier from a
directly to the shell or modify the trans a bit more to use a early e30 sheet metal carrier as clay
did. Here is some info on that process. Drill and tap the bosses on the back of the trans, m10 x
1. Cut mm off the platform and drill new mounting holes. Bolted up with stock shifter carrier
mounts and e30 rubber mount. Angle iron bolted to the old mount to extend out the CSB. You
can make new mounts or use our method. An aftermarket Lokar throttle cable works best here.
A little bracket down off the transmission to mount the bottom and then some stock BMW bits
up at the throttle body. You will NOT use the Lokar end up at the throttle. Use the following
BMW parts either bought new or cut the ends off an old throttle cable. The M42 E30 radiator will
fit without any issue in an early 02 non big bumpers. If you have a big bumper car you can fit the
M42 radiator if you remove the added frame rails that mount the big bumpers. If you do not want
to remove those parts a volvo radiator and external coolant tank will work. One downside to the
M42 swap is that the g tranmission does not have a mechincal speedometer drive. The lowest
cost which we will show below is to use a electronic VDO speedo and sensor on the driveshaft.
Next you can use a speedo drive box to run the stock speedo and finally you can get custom
gauges. In any swap it seems like people are most worried about the wiring. The wiring part on
the m42 is NOT hard at all. There are only 9 wires needed to be hooked up to make it all run. I
normally try and get a chassis side c connector from an late e30 so the m42 just plugs in. I also
normally use a relay to keep the 02 power separated from the m I normally trigger the relay with
the switched 12v that used to go to the coil connection. Anything not shown in the table below
can be removed from the c The info below is from the E30 wiring. You CAN use the E36 wiring
but there will be some sensors that do not work with the e30 intake manifold. If you would like
to use E36 wiring send us an email and we can get you the wiring information. Knowledge Base
Home. Next Next. Required Parts from E Quick View. Transmission Adjustments. Transmission
before modification. After modification. Engine Bay Prep. Installing Engine. Shifter Install.
Installed in the car. Shorten shifter rod to 8. Fuel System. Just some info for feed and return at
the rail. Use the e30 intank fuel pump which also has a return fitting. Throttle Cable. Cooling
system. Heater hose feed and return. M42 E30 Radiator in early car. Volvo Radiator in Late car.
Speedo from behind. Speedo from the front. Speedo Speed Sensor. C connector face.
Remember Me. Your username. Your email. Confirm Password. Username or E-mail. Request
Reset Password Link. Alternator excite connection. Coil Power. Tach Signal. Ground side of 12v
light. Check engine light. Fuel Pump. Starter solenoid signal. Compared with the M40, the M42
features a DOHC valvetrain, a timing chain, hydraulic valve lifters and an increased Following
BMW's typical construction techniques at the time, the motor incorporates a cast-iron block and
aluminium head. Weight-saving measures include aluminium chain cases, oil sump, motor
mount arms, accessory mounts and a cartridge-style oil filter housing. Other features included a
forged steel crankshaft and tubular stainless steel exhaust manifold instead of the more typical
cast-iron items. BMW also fitted hydraulic motor mounts to decrease the inline four's inherent
noise, vibration, and harshness compared to the smoother straight-six engines in production at
that time. When installed in the BMW E30, a two-piece oil pan with a removable front sump was
fitted to the M In this two-piece arrangement, the upper oil pan casting incorporates the oil

pump's supply passage, and is sealed to the crankcase oil filter housing with a paper gasket.
This can cause problems, because thermal cycles and engine vibration tend to loosen the upper
pan mounting bolts inside the motor. All versions featured a low-maintenance timing chain with
a self-adjusting hydraulic chain tensioner and hydraulic valve tappets. The M42 uses the Bosch
Motronic M1. In markets that required emissions controls, the DME also incorporates an oxygen
sensor and three-way catalytic converter. The valve cover and airbox were made from carbon
fiber and the lubrication system used a dry sump. The earliest versions of the M42 developed
problems with the camshaft chain drive. The hydraulic tensioner, [5] chain guides, idler wheel
and rear lower chain case were updated to resolve wear problems experienced in the early
versions of the M In September , BMW redesigned the M42's timing chain guide rails, replacing
the occasionally troublesome lower idler gear with a curved nylon guide rail. The idler gear's
retaining bolt could break away from the timing case, often taking a chunk of alloy timing case
with it. Early models of the M42 experienced failures of a profile gasket sealing the lower cam
chain case to the underside of the cylinder head. A significant failure would thus discharge
pressurized steam and hot coolant into the timing chain case. In many cases this coolant
rapidly contaminates the motor oil in the sump, causing main bearing failure. BMW updated the
profile gasket material and instituted a program to repair motors under warranty. In extreme
cases, the aluminum mating surfaces in the head and chain case would corrode. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Retrieved 18 February Archived from
the original on Archived from the original on 27 November Retrieved 20 February Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All
articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from July Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. OHV V8. Production of previous model continues in parallel. BMW has
developed a completely new 16 valve, four cylinder engine which is ideally suited for the E30
vehicle. The new M42 engine will be found in two new 3-Series models designated the i and is.
This engine follows the tradition of other BMW multi-valve engines in that it provides high
performance characteristics with excellent routine driveability. The principle features of the new
engine concept are a very flexible power band and excellent torque in relation to the engine
displacement of 1. Despite the high compression ratio of and a power output of bhp, the M42 is
a refined, easy-to-drive unit which is especially compatible with everyday use. Satisfactory
acoustic levels are maintained with the use of new technologies and sound insulation
techniques. Low speed vibrations are eliminated with the use of a dual mass flywheel. Optimum
thermal efficiency enables the M42 to provide high power output with minimal exhaust
emissions and excellent overall economy. The new M42 engine exhibits the typical neat
appearance and pipe and cable layouts which are found on all present day BMW engines. M42
maintenance requirements are reduced and access to existing service points spark plugs, oil
service has been simplified. Cylinder head porting and the inlet and exhaust pipes are designed
with adequately large cross sections to provide optimum volumetric efficiency. The precise
cross section and length of the intake manifold-runners ensure effective cylinder filling.
Combustion chamber type and design with the centrally located spark plug result in much
shorter flame paths and a more uniform combustion process. The new crankcase features
siamesed cylinder bores and integral oil spray jets for piston cooling. The engine is installed
with a 30 degree inclination to the right. The predominant feature of the M42 engine is the
chilled cast aluminum cylinder head, which uses the crossflow principle. The intake and
exhaust ports are computer designed and are machined with special cutters for optimum gas
flow. The combustion chamber is a completely new design having a compact, biconcave shape
with a centrally located spark plug. The squish zone is distributed between the inlet and exhaust
ends of the combustion chamber for minimal energy losses. The surface of the combustion
chamber is cast without machining. This results in a smooth surface which resists the
formation of combustion residues. The combustion chamber volume is divided for effective
heat dissipation. The camshaft housings locate the camshafts and the self-adjusting hydraulic
tappets. The housings are separate parts which permit removal of the camshafts and tappets
without cylinder head removal. The camshafts rotate in five bearing journals and are lubricated
from internal cylinder head oil passages. The relatively short opening duration of combined with
high valve lift 9. The camshafts are of a hollow cast design for weight reduction. The use of dual
valve springs ensure rapid, bounce-free closure. Self-adjusting hydraulic tappets reduce valve
train noise and lower maintenance costs. The use of sodium-filled exhaust valves provide
effective heat dissipation resulting in long valve life. Due to the unique nature of sodium-filled
valves, specific disposal guidelines must be followed when handling or replacing M42 exhaust
valves. The self-adjusting hydraulic tappets function with the use of engine oil pressure,

internal chambers and orifice control. Engine oil pressure 2. Large oil chamber 3. Small oil
chamber 4. High pressure chamber. Replacement hydraulic tappets are supplied with full oil
supply chambers; therefore, proper functioning after installation is assured. Specific
procedures must be followed concerning hydraulic tappet spare parts storage, or oil leakage
will occur. Occasionally tappet noise may occur following a cold start. Within certain limits this
is normal. The crankshaft is forged steel supported by five main bearings with 8
counterweights. The forged steel connecting rods have been developed specifically for M42
use. The connecting rod bearings conform to the double colour classification. New compact,
lightweight pistons combined with special length connecting rods reduce oscillating mass and
promote smooth running. The piston crowns incorporate a symmetrical combustion bowl and
are notched for valve head clearance. The pistons are cooled from oil spray jets mounted in the
main bearing oil supply. The 1st and 2nd stage throttle diameters are 35mm and 54mm
respectively. The 1st to 2nd stage transition point is of throttle opening travel and provides
smooth yet sportslike throttle response. A throttle potentiometer is used to signal exact throttle
position for the DME M1. Since the engine management system is adaptive, the closed throttle
position is always "self-learned". Thus, the throttle potentiometer requires no adjustment and is
maintenance-free. The stainless steel, multiple pipe exhaust manifold is designed for low back
pressure restriction and optimum gas flow. Effective heat retention enables the O2 sensor and
the catalyst to reach and maintain operating temperatures rapidly. The M42 is equipped with the
latest digital motor electronics engine management system. Designated DME M1. Fuel tank with
pump 2. Fuel filter 4. Ignition coils 6. Spark plugs 7. Injectors 8. Fuel rail 9. Fuel pressure
regulator Coolant temperature sensor Throttle valve potentiometer Idle control valve Active
carbon canister Airflow meter Air temperature sensor O2 sensor Cylinder identification sensor
Battery Ignition switch Main relay Fuel pump relay. The M1. Each cylinder has a separate
ignition coil which is controlled by individual DME control unit final stages. The ignition coils
are of a new design using a new ground connection and are rated to 30KV. Ignition coil 2.
Secondary resistance 3. Spark plug 4. DME final stage 5. New ground path. A new spark plug
developed by BMW is used to complete the new M1. The new spark plug features a 14mm
thread, a three-arm "platform" electrode and requires no adjustment. The platform electrode
provides a large conductive area which maintains a constant air gap and a uniform flame front
during the spark plug's service life. The new "motionless" BMW ignition system operates
without moving parts thus secondary contact wear and tear is eliminated. Other advantages
include a wider ignition timing adjustment range, elimination of secondary arcing and stray RFI
with improved ignition coil performance during peak loads. The crankshaft torsional vibration
damper and the pulse wheel are combined. As on previous BMW engines, the AFM unit contains
an inlet air temperature sensor, requires no adjustment and is maintenance free. The fuel
injectors, fuel rail, cable rail and fuel pressure regulator are mounted to the intermediate intake
runner section. The cooling system is designed to promote thermal efficiency. Coolant flows
vertically up and thru the engine block, thru the cylinder head to the compact vertical-flow
radiator. The 2-stage throttle assembly is coolant heated de-iced by a contact type heating
element held in place by a bracket. This innovative approach allows a functional check without
opening the M42 cooling system. The M42 cooling system operates with a higher flow capacity
than previous BMW 4 cylinder engines due to the new type high output coolant water pump. The
engine oil pan is made up of two cast aluminum sections. The primary section incorporates
strengthening ribs at strategic attachment points. The cylinder head cover provides ease of
service and effective noise reduction. All cylinder head contact points are rubber insulated. A
"Stop" incorporated into the holddown bolt shank base prevents insulator grommet distortion
from overtightening. A spark plug cable removal tool is stored in the spark plug recess within
the cylinder head cover. The identical twin camshaft sprockets are driven in clockwise rotation
by a duplex roller chain. The chain guides are acoustically insulated to lessen chain drive
operating noises. A newly designed chain tensioner is used which reduces running friction
while maintaining correct chain tension. The chain is lubed and cooled by a dedicated oil spray
jet mounted in the timing chain housing. Upper chain guide 2. Cam sprockets 3. Primary guide
4. Chain housing 5. Lower guide 6. Idler gear 7. Oil spray jet 8. Tensioner guide 9. Chain
tensioner Cylinder I. User Log in Register. Post navigation. Original post 9 years ago No replies
yet. The heart of the new M42 engine is a new crankcase manufactured of pearlitic gray cast
iron. High pressure chamber Replacement hydraulic tappets are supplied with full oil supply
chambers; therefore, proper functioning after installation is assured. Fuel pump relay The M1.
The internal gear engine oil pump is now directly driven from the crankshaft without a chain.
Like Watch Report. Add a reply. Terms and conditions Privacy policy. With the introduction of
the M42 powered E36 models, the successful and proven M42 four cylinder engine has been
revised. With these changes the revised M42 engine develops hp kW at rpm and a maximum

torque of Nm lb-ft at rpm. The differential air intake system DISA offers the advantages of both
short and long intake pipes, which contributes to improved power, torque and fuel efficiency.
The intake manifold is produced using a new low pressure chill casting process. This process
permits thinner walls, reducing the weight of the intake system assembly. The system consists
of four ram air pipes, branch pipes with connecting flap valve , primary intake pipes and a
plenum chamber. Short air intake pipes increase power output at the upper end of the engine's
speed range, but torque is then relatively low in the medium RPM range. Long air intake pipes
boost torque in the medium speed range. The primary air intake pipes lead to cylinder group 1
and 4 and to group 2 and 3, respectively, on the new DISA equipped M42 engines. With the
connecting flap valve closed , the primary pipe and the ram air pipe act together as a single,
long air intake pipe. The column of air oscillating in this combined pipe significantly increases
engine torque in the medium engine speed range. In order to obtain more power at higher
engine speeds above approx. This largely eliminates the dynamic effect of the air in the primary
intake pipes. The shorter ram air pipes now take over and yield greater power at the upper end
of the engine-speed range. The DISA connecting flap valve is actuated electro-pneumatically in
response to a signal from the engine control module. The action of the valve is deliberately
delayed hysteresis to prevent it from opening and closing repeatedly within a short time. In the
part-load engine operating mode, the vacuum reservoir is evacuated by intake manifold
vacuum. The connecting flap valve is kept closed by the vacuum can and pneumatic actuator.
This vents the vacuum can, so that the flap valve can open. This form of control ensures that
the connecting flap always remains open if there is any malfunction of the electro-pneumatic
actuating mechanism, and therefore that full power output is guaranteed in the upper
engine-speed range. The solenoid valve is actuated directly by a high-power output stage in the
engine control module. This output stage can accept a maximum electrical load of approx. The
new knock control system is incorporated for the first time on a U. BMW model which also
contributes to the improved performance of the E36 M42 engine. An artificial increase in the
compression ratio may also be caused by carbon deposits in the combustion chambers, or as a
result of an unfavorable combination of manufacturing tolerances. If the engine has no form of
knock control, the ignition timing has to include a safety margin to allow for such unfavorable
influences, so that efficiency is automatically lowered in the full-load operating range. Knock
control enables the engine to run right up to the knock limit, since it retards the ignition on the
affected cylinder only when the actual risk of knock is detected. The normal ignition timing can
therefore be chosen for optimum fuel consumption and operating efficiency, without allowing
any safety margin for influences which could cause the knock limit to be exceeded. The knock
control system adjusts the ignition timing sufficiently to avoid engine knock and will allow the
engine to run satisfactorily but with reduced power on fuel of a lower octane rating than the
recommended unleaded premium. Thus, if the owner accidentally gets a tank of inferior
gasoline, the engine will not be damaged immediately. To ensure that knock is reliably
identified, BMW installed two knock sensors on its four-cylinder engines many otherwise
comparable systems for four-cylinder engines use only one sensor. A multiplexer circuit in the
engine control module analyzes the signals. This ensures that only the signal from the cylinder
in which combusion is actually taking place is transmitted to the adjacent knock sensor. The
multiplexer is switched correctly by evaluating the signal from the cylinder identification sensor
on the camshaft. The knock sensor is a piezoelectric conductor-sound microphone with a
broadband characteristic. A piezo-ceramic ring is clamped by a spring washer between a
seismic mass and the sensor body. If the seismic mass is accelerated, it exerts a force on the
piezo-ceramic element. Opposed electrical charges build up on the upper and lower ceramic
surfaces, and generate a voltage at the contacts. In this way, acoustic vibrations can be
converted into electrical signals. These in turn are transmitted by shielded wires to the engine
control module for processing. The knock sensors are bolted to cast bases on the intake side of
the engine block, between the 1st and 2nd and between the 3rd and 4th cylinders. These
locations ensure that even when knock is only slight that the acoustic vibrations emitted from
the combustion chambers are transmitted reliably to the knock sensors. If the actual value
exceeds a predetermined value, the combustion process in that cylinder is identified as
"knock". The ignition timing is then retarded immediately in that cylinder so that knock is
eliminated. After this, the ignition is advanced again step by step until the optimum value as
stored in the mapped ignition program is reached, or until knock is once again detected. The
ignition is retarded even if knock is only slight and does not yet represent any acute hazard for
the engine. If noise from the engine is unusually loud, reliable knock identification cannot be
guaranteed for instance above-average valve closing noise caused by a defective hydraulic
valve lifter HVA or one which is malfunctioning due to lack of oil. If a fault is detected in one of
these tests, the knock control is shut down. An emergency program takes over ignition timing

control, and the fault is stored in the fault memory. The emergency operating program ensures
that the engine can run without risk on fuel with a minimum octane number Research Method of
It takes load, engine speed and engine temperature into account. The diagnosis routine is
unable to detect whether the plugs for the two sensors or the sensors themselves have been
accidentally interchanged. The engine control module has been revised in design so that it still
needs only one circuit board despite the additional functions. This avoids contamination of the
idle speed control valve and the throttle body. The primary crankcase vent operates through a
large-bore flexible hose which discharges into the air intake system ahead of the throttle body
plate butterfly. The secondary crankcase vent discharges into the air intake system by way of a
channel integrated into the throttle stub pipe housing. In this channel there is a 1. Two heating
elements on the throttle body, through which the coolant flows, ensure that the crankcase vent
system is intensively heated. The secondary crankcase vent continues to function until well into
the part-load operating range. The primary crankcase vent only takes over when the full-load
operating range is reached, the changeover being governed by the difference in pressure
between the crankcase and the air intake system. A new dual electrode spark plug is used in the
E36 M42 engine which features 2 nonadjustable electrodes and a 14mm thread. A redesigned
catalytic converter distributes the exhaust gas uniformly as it enters the converter through a
lateral discharge outlet, so that it strikes the entire surface of the monolith. This improves
durability and ensures that emissions from the exhaust system are reduced to a consistently
low level. Noise radiating from the converter casing has been reduced by using a rigidly
constructed inlet cone of smaller diameter. Stroke: 81 mm 3. Bore: 84 mm 3. Exhaust valve
diameter: User Log in Register. Post navigation. Original post 9 years ago No replies yet.
Document no. In other words, the flap valve's basic setting is "open". Knock Control The new
knock control system is incorporated for the first time on a U. If an engine runs for any length of
time with knock occurring, it may suffer severe damage. Important note: During service work,
assure that the sensors are connected correctly see Repair Manual. Spark Plug A new dual
electrode spark plug is used in the E36 M42 engine which features 2 nonadjustable electrodes
and a 14mm thread. Three Way Catalytic Converter A redesigned catalytic converter distributes
the exhaust gas uniformly as it enters the converter through a lateral discharge outlet, so that it
strikes the entire surface of the monolith. Like Watch Report. Add a reply. Terms and conditions
Privacy policy. While we had the engine out of our is, we decided to take the opportunity to
rebuild it for more power and torqueâ€”because more is always better, right? Like our earlier
engine work, these modifications were done at Metric Mechanic, where owner Jim Rowe and his
gang have figured out a way to build a relatively inexpensive, yet rather trick, 2. Their formula
uses the unmodified crank from the 2. The M44 crank left is significantly different from the one
from our earlier engine. Most noticeable is the crank sensor wheel on the back of the M44 crank.
The engine builders at Metric Mechanic believe that a lightweight rotating assembly is the
answer to all things performance. Our new, larger 87mm pistons are custom made for Metric
Mechanic with shorter skirts to work with the 2. They are also lighter than stock and coated for
less wear and more durability. Another trick: Metric Mechanic cuts more clearance in the
pistons for the valves, making the engine much less prone to damage if the timing chain fails.
The block is cleaned, bored, honed, checked for straightness, cleaned again and then painted in
traditional BMW black. Piston and rod assemblies are tapped into place with two special tools.
Wouldn't you call the new con-rods H-beam, compared to the old I-beam? Maybe I'm confused.
What kind of power potential does this all translate to? I've been considering going this route
VS the m47 crank. I do not consider myself an engine builder, although I have built an engine or
two. I'll ask Jim Rowe, but this is what he called these connecting rods. And Captainawesome,
the builder said I could expect hp, but that is with the restrictive stock fuel injection with only a
chip and larger injectors changed. I was being that nit-picking guy on the internet. Not
important. I love this, and all the builds. Carry on in good health. With the price of E30 M3's,
something like this does seem like a good way to get a car that performs like an M3 at less cost,
if not "cheap". I can't wait to see perhaps a better intake, header, injectors, Megasquirt and E I
suspect that would it have it up near at the crank. According to my calcs this should have
resulted in a 2. Unfortunately I built the bottom end just before my car was totalled, and I have
never had the chance to put it in anything else. This sounds like something I'm interested in for
both my m42s. Finding a machinist that will touch or machine pistons locally like I would need
ends up being the biggest issue though. If there's an off the shelf piston option to combine with
the m44 crank and m42 rods for a similar setup I'm all ears. If it's a few hundred more for that
I'm cool with it. As cool as that sounds, the exhaust and intake are on the wrong side making
the swap difficult. Tuning can be pretty tough with them as well. Then the resale value of a is
with a Toyota motor would be laughable. A nice is can fetch 8k and up these days. I know. I'm
just running my trap. I genuinely hate BMW engines but love their chassis and suspension. I am

guilty of looking at more than 1 E36 TI and having visions of the rpm Toyota 4 cylinder swapped
in there. I have to say this motor in an E36 is what interests me. But they do have, what a - lbs
penalty over an E30? This would also be a good time to make a shortened oil pan or a budget
built dry sump kit so you can lower the car without worrying about damaging the oil pan. You'll
need to log in to post. Log in. Visit our store. Login Digital Edition Buy a Subscription. All
updates. Join Free Join our community to easily find more project updates. Join Free. Yep,
awesome! This is the internet, so, I'll pick at details in a good natured way, this time. This is a
sweet build. I think I am going to be happy with the simplicity and reliability of the stock stuff for
now! I hope Metric Mechanic is still doing this when my M42 eventually wears out Looking
good! FYI for anyone interested, the red one is for sale if you're willing to spend the dough So
what is the price tag for building a similar stroker motor to this? What are the advantages to
rebuilding a M42 like this vs doing some upgrades to a M44? Heady praise! Also, if anyone
wants to build a more budget friendly 2. In reply to ErikTheSwede : As cool as that sounds, the
exhaust and intake are on the wrong side making the swap difficult. Buy the back issues Aug.
Try Our Other Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site by
Rise. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name?
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s template Next. I took apart this engine and I cant seem how to put back all the vacuum hoses.
I need some serious help. Its the vacuum hoses from hell. The vehicle wont idle correctly. I need
a photo off how all the hoses go connected on the vehicle. Can someone please respond with a
photo of them and how they are routed on the engine? I found something on line but its very
vague. Tags: None. Comment Post Cancel. The first car I ever rode in was an e30 Originally
posted by Cabriolet Wish you the best and hope you don't remember anything after 10pm. All
those hoses are cracked or held together with some silicone, id get all new hoses. Im not sure
what cleaning up the mess under the intake entails but id still buy all new hoses. Originally
posted by Assassin View Post. It describes what you're deleting and keeping: Good luck! Yep,
"stealer" prices are not cheap for those hoses, and the alternative brands are total crap at least
for the tee pipes. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

